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In this section you will learn about tlle formal elements of a report - those components
of a report that are usually included in a formal report in business and industry.
However organisatioils very often have their own formal: prefgrences and it would be
useful for you to study a few successful reports in your organisations records.

Objectives
After studying Ulis unit you will be able to
e

write various type of Reports,

a

prepare a proposal for a project, and

a

prepare a project report.

3.2 FORMAL ELEMENTS OF A REPORT

-

-

A report is expected to have the following componenls :

1) Letter of transmittal
2) Title page

3)

Abstract

4) n b l e s of content
5) List of illustrations
6)

Executive summary

7)

The body (varies according to the type of report)

8)

Glossary and list of symbols

9) Appendix

It would be useful to remember that the components of a report are not written in the
order in which they appear. For example the letter of transmittal which is placed at the
beginning of the report would normally be written after the report has been prepared.
The body of the report is written belore any of the other fonnal elements. After that
you may write the executive summary and U1e abstract, even the appendices, the
glossary and a list of symbols and finally the table of contents, title page and letter of
transmittal.

3.2.1 The Letter of Transmittal
The letter of transmittal introduces the purpose and content of the report. It is
important because it is the first thing the reader sees, it establishes a courteous and
graceful tone for the report. The letter of transmittal is an opportunity to emphasise
whatever the reader would find particularly important or interesting in the report. Such
letters would generally contain inost of the following elements :
i)

A sVatement of the title and if necessary the purpose of the report.

ii)

A statement about the commissioning authority and the date of
coin~nis
sioning.

iii) A statement about the methods used in the project andlor the priilcipal
results, conclusions and recommendations,
iv) An acknowledgement of any assistailce received in preparing the materials.
v) A gracious offer to assist in interpreting the materials or in carrying out
further projects.
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY, INC.
Hauz Khas, New Delhi-16

April 3,19

--

Rivers Power Co~npany
15740 Malabar Road
Mumbai, 400018

I

I

Attciatioa: Dc hllnnoj
Project Engineering Manager
Subject : Pmjcct d619-103-823
Gentleman.
We sre pleased to submit "AProposal for the Riverfront Energy Project" in response to your
request of Febluary 6,19 The windnlill design described in the attached proposal uses the most advanced design and
matelials. Of palliculnr note is the state-of-the-a~tstorage facility described on pp.14-17. As you
know, storage limitations nre clucial faclor in the perfomlance of a generator such as this.
In prel~aringthis proposal, we inadvertently onlittcd one paragraph on p. 26 of the bound proposal.
'
m a t paragraph is now on the page labeled 2 6 k We regret this inconvenience,
If you have any que~tions,please do not hesitate to call us.
Yours very tmly, ,

-.

Enclosures 2

Praveen Chauhan I
Project Manager

I
I

Reports a i d Ymposuls

.2.2 The Title Page
be title page includes the title, tl~edate of submission and the IlaIne and pcsition of
le writer and principal reader.

, good title is informative without being unwieldy. It answers two basic questions :
i)

What is the subject of the report ?

ii) What type of a report is it?
convenie~ltway to define the type of report is to use a generic term such as analysis,
:commendation summary, review, guide or inslructions, c.g. Petroleum prices in the
ineties : A review
PETROLEUM PRICES FOR THE NWETIW: A FORECAST
Prepared far

:

Ajit Kumar, President
Relinnce ?lucking Co.

by

:

N. VenknL, Mailager
Purchasing Department
l<eliance 7hcking Co.

April 19,19- -

RELIANCE TRUCKING CO.

moving with lhe zitnes since 1942
1.2.3 The Abstract
'he Abstract has been viewed in detail in the preceding unit.

1.2.4 The Table of Contents
.'his is crucial to the report because it enables different readers to turn to specific pages
a d find the information they want.
?he heading listed in the cot~tentsare tlle headings hat appear in the report itself. A
able of contents which simply lists general headings would be sm ineffective one, e.g.:
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Introduction

1

Materials

5

Methods

8

Results

20

Recomnendations

40

Relerences

45

Appendix

50

o' make the headings more informative, you need to combine generic and specific
terns, as in the following examples :
lecommendiatio~~
: Five ways to improve ....

?ou would also need to keep in mind some basic aspecls of formatting like -font size,
ndentation, outline style or decimal-style headings. However Ule same format as used
I the headings in the text should be adhered to.

Tecl111ica1Writing

3.23 The List of Illustrations
A list of illustrations is a table of the contents for the graphic aids in a report.

3.2.6 The Executive Summary
The Executive Summary is a one page condensation of tl~ereport. This is for busy
managers who need a broad understanding of the various projects undertaken in their
organisations.
The effective Executive Summary has two parts
a

Background

o

Major filldings and implications

Wl~ilcwriting an executive summary you need to keep in mind that it is written
specifically for a non-technical audience, therefore you need to avoid use of
specialised vocabulary and reference to specialised concepts.
EXECUTNE SUMMARY
Presently, we monitor our distlibution system using after-the-fact indicators such as interruption
reports, meter readings, and trouble alnmis. This system is inadequate in two respects. First, it fails
to give us an accurate piclure of the dynamics of the distribution system. 'Ib ensure enough energy
for our customers, we must overproduce. Last year we overproduced by 7 percent, or a loss of
Rs.273,000. Second, it is expensive. Escalating labour costs for meter readers and the increased
number of "difficult-to-access" residences have led to higher costs. Last year we spent Rs.960,000
reading the meters of 12,000 such residences. This report describes a project to design a radio-based
systen~for a pilot project on these 12,000 homes.
The basic systenl, which uses packet-switching technology, consists of a base unit (built around a
personal computer), a radio lipk, and a remote unit,
The radio-based distlibutionmonitoring systeni describedin this report is feasible becauseit is s m d
enough to replace the existing meters a i d because it i s simple to use. It would provide a more
accurate picture of our distribution system, and it wbuld pay for itself in 3.9 years. We recommend
installing the system on a trial basis. If [he tlid program proves successful, radio-based distributionmonitoring techniques will provide the best long-term solution to the current problems ofinaccurate
and expensive data collection.

3.2.7 The Glossary
A Glossary is an alphabetical list of definitions. It is particularly useful if you are
addressing a multiple audience that includes readers who will not be familiar with
technical vocabulary used in your report.

3.2.8 The Appendix
An Appendix is an action that follows Ule body of the report (and the list of references
or bibliography, and glossary). It provides a convenient way to convey information
.that is too bulky to be presented in the body. Examples of materials found in
appendixes include maps, large technical diagrams or charts, computatio~s,computer
piintouts, test data, and text of supporting documents.

3,2.9 A Report Writer's Checklist
1) Does the transmittal letter

a) Clearly state the title and, ifnecessary, the subject and purpose of the report?
b) State who authorized or commissioned the report ?
c)

Briefly state the methods you used ?

d)

Summarize your major results, conclusions, or recommendations ?

e)

Acknowledge any assistiu~ceyou received ?

f)

Courteously offer further assistance ?

Rcports and Pmposnls

2) Does the title page

a) Include a title that both suggests the subject of the report and identifies the
type of report it is?
b) .List the names and positions of both you and your principal readers?
c) Include'the date of submission of the report and any other identifying
information?
3) Does the abskact
a) List your name, the report title, and any other identifying information?
b) Clearly define the problem or opportunity that led to the project?

'

c) Briefly describe (when appropriate) the research methods?

d) Summarize Ule major results, conclusions, or recommendations?
~ o e the
s table of contents

4)

a) Clearly idenlify the executive summary?
b) Contain a sufficiently detailed breakdown of the major sections of the body
of the reporl?
c) Reproduce the headings as they appear in your report?
d) Include page numbers?
5)

Does the list of illuslralions (or tables or figures) include all the graphic aids
included in the body of the report?

6)

Does the executive summary
a)

I

Clearly state the problem or opportunity that led to the projecl?

b) Explain the major results, conclusions, recornmcndations, and/or managerial
implications of your report?

c) Avoid teclmical vocabulary and concepts that the managerial audience is not
likely to know?
7) Does the glossary include clefinitions of all the technical terms your readers might
not h o w ?
8) Do your appendices include the supporting materials?

3.3 GUIDELINES FOR WRITING AN EFFECTIVE
The major tasks before you when you wish to write a report are
I

Gelting started
Organising the information, arranging it in tl1e proper order
?he writing : getting the right worcls down on paper

The first task can be simplified if you ask yourself
Who is my reader?
What do I most want to tell my reader?
i.e. youneed to analyze your audience and define the purpose of writing (see Unit 1)

Now we need to see how to write the bod? of the report.

The Report Writer9sPyramid Method

The pyramid method helps to emphasise the most important information by bringing it
right up front, where the reader will see it easily.
SUMMARY STATEMENT
(The main message)

/:'
",

SUPPORTING

ANSWER
Where?
Why?
Who?

INFORMATION
QUESTIONS

When?
What?
Howl

Figure 3.1: The Report Writer's Pyramid

The Pyramid is used as the basic framework for organising every type of report,
although the compartrnenls may be relabled and expanded to suit varying situations.

We may for example develop the Pyramid further.

e-l
Summary

Details

Background

Evidence

-The circumstances
+
{who? why? where? when?)- What happened ( w h a t ? how?)
-The results

Figure 3.2: The Main Components of a Regiort
C' 6

In the longer reports the basic compartments shown above may be sub-divided to
accommodate more information and to improve inp'mal organisation. These subdibsions occur mostly in he Facts and Events compartments.

,

In a long report the different sections within the report can also be structured as
individualpyramids,so that the smaller pyramids are vested within the overall
pyramid.
\I

An incident report (somctinles called an occurrence report) describes an event that has
happened, explains how and why it occurred, and indicates what effect Ulc cvent had
and what has been done about it. It may also suggest that corrective action be taken,
or what should be done to prevcnt the event from recurring.
The writing compartments are similar to those of tile basic report writers' pyrainid and
are shown in the figure below.
r

The Background compartment answers the questions Who?, Why'?,Where?
and When?

s

Tl~eEvent and Outcome compartments answer ihe questions How? and
What?

The depth of detail provided in each compartment depends on the importance of tile
event and how much the readcr wants or needs to know. For exnrnplc, if you were
informing your company's accountant of an unexpected expense that caused you to
ovelrun your project budget by a small sum, you would write just a brief reporl. But if
you were describing an accident that hospitalized two emplojees and cost a substanztial
amount in repair work, you would be expected to write a detailed report tllat describes
the circumstances and the corrective action that was taken.

A quiok ~ o p s i of
s the event
and i t s outcome

/

/

/

Background
Events
Outcome

\

] / t o

-What
T

1

/

The circumstances loading up
t ~ w~ p en t

h

happened

e +ewlts:the effeot of the event
ha& what action h a been taken;
what action w e & to taken.

figure 3.3: Writing Compartments ior an hacidclrt Report

TRIP REPORTS

3.5

Trip reports are writi.en whenever people leave their usual place of work lo do
something elsewhere. Their reports can cover many kinds 01events, such as
r

Installation or modification of equipment,

r

Assistance on I'ield project,

o

Attendance at a conference, seminar, or workshop,

m

Repairs to a client's equipment or field instrunnenh, or

o

Evaluation of another firm's buildings, facilities, or inkthods.

Whatever the circumstances, the writing compiitmnent~for a I'ield trip report are
essentially the same as those for the basic report writing relabeled The Job, as shown
below:

A brief w s C r ales&Mn~ whrrf was dQTihl
or pwtus a t

+

,L----

/
/

\
i
Background

Tho d r c u t ~ i s t a w ~who
r w q t where,

]/why

and when

W h a t was dmw, and how it WLW si.
The renzlt m effect; what e k e
needs to be dona

/

Figure 3.4: Writing Conipartments for a B i p Report

'Ihese compartments generally contain the following information :
o

The Background compartment describes Ule purpose of the trip, mentions
on whose authority it was taken, and lists circumstaritial details such as the
names of people involved, dates, atld locations.

ta

The Job compartment describes what was done. Often, it can. be broken
down into four sub-compartments :
1) What Ule report writer set out to do?
2) What was actually done?

3) What could not be done, and why?

4) What else was done?

The fourth sub-compartmentis necessary because people on field trips often
find themselves doing Ulings beyond the purpose of their assignment. For
example, a technician sent to repair a defective diesel power unit at a remote
radar site may be asked by the on-site staff to look at a second unit that is
"running rough" and spend six hours adjusting its timing cycle. The time
spent on this additional work must be accounted for, and the work must be
described in the trip report.
e

I

I
1
!

i

I

The Outcome compartment sums up the results of the trip and, if furtl~er
work still needs to be done or follow-up action should be taken, suggests
what is necessary and even how arid by whom it should be accomplished, .

Many trip reports are short and simply follow the compartment arrangement in a few
paragraphs. Some longer, more detailed trip reports may need headings to break up
the narrative into visible compartments. Vpical headings might be :
Summary

Assignment Details

-

1

Putpose

1

Authority
Personnel

1
1

Location

1

Durationofllip

}

?
I

(Background)
t

Assigned Work Completed }

'

Problen~sEncountered

Additional Work Done
Results Achieved

}

(The Job)

}

.

}

Follow-up Action Required )

(Outcome)
I
1
I
I

Trip reports are o f l a written as interoffice memorandurns from the person who made
fie trip (or was in charge of a group of people who did the job as a team) to thal
person's s~~pervisor
or manager. Often, too, they are wrilten in the first person - "I" if
h e writer was alone, and "We" if several people were involved. The flrst person has
bee11 used in both example trip reports that follow. They comprise
Report on a field installation

a

A report on seminar attendance

1 3.6

INSPECTION REPORT

An inspection report is similar to a field trig report in that its writer has usually gone
somewhere to inspect something.

Other t,ypicalsituations requiring an inspection report to be written include
e

Examination of a building to determine its suitability as a storage facility,

e

Inspection of construction work, such as a bridge, building, or road,

e

Checks on manufactured items, to assure they are of the required quality, and

e

Inspection of goods ordered for ajob, to check that the correct items and
quantities have been received.

The writing comppartments are also similar to those for a trip report, except that tbe
compartment previously labeled "The Job" is more clearly del'ined as "Findings." The
'
report writing pyramid is illustrated below.

I

\ '

,L----

/
/
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The followir~gnotes suggest what these comparttnents should contain and how the
information should be arranged.
(B

4,

The ]Backgroundcompartment describes the purposc of the inspection,
mentions on whose authority it was performed, and lists circumstantial
details such as the names of people involved and Uie date and location of the
inspection.

'I'he Fimditlgs compartment is best divided into two sub-co~npartments,
one
to describe conditionsfound and the other to list dejlciencles (a deficiency
can be either an~acceptablecondition or a missing item). The length and
complexity of the findings dictate bow thesc cumparti~ientsare organised.
Short, simple findings are arranged in this order :

Reporis nncl Proposals

I

(etc.)

3.

Deficiencies :

1.
(etc.)

2.

II

I

Longer, more complex findings should be arranged so that the deficiencies for each
item are listed inmediately after the item's condition has been described.

~

Inspection Findings :
Itel11A:
Con&tioia

Deficiencies
Item R:
Condition

I

Deficiencies (etc.)

I

Try to use a miniature pyramid to organise the information in each of the Conditions
Found and Deficiencies sub-compartments, as shown below :

Detu(ls. with thr a o n d f t k m a d dajWsnobs
listed w a series of sub parapraphxfpoint j m m )

I

Conditions

-I

Each subcmpa~.hnentshould be introduced by an Overvlnu
I

--

I

,

The warahouse .is h wrly fair a o M N t b n
1 found that
I.

s. -.2.

I

1

I

- - - - --I

'Figure3.6: Organisation of the Co'cdiliomFound and Defcimcies Subcompartments

s

The Outcome comparhnent suggests wlial should be done as a result of the
inspection, If deficiencies have been listed at the end of the previous
compartment, the outcme is likely to be short. For example :

Provided that the deficiencies I have listed are corrected, the warehouse shouldmake a
suitable storage facility for the Passant Project.

A form for recording inspection information is shown below, The person carrying out
an inspection makes brief notes qf' the conditions and deficiencies directly onto the
form while on site and then later transcribes the information into a written report.
Altemativea?ly,and particularly for short reports, the form can ba used as the fu~al
reporting document.

Item(s) being inspected :
Inspector:

L1EFICIENCES:

RECOMMENIIATION(S):

Form far a11 Pnspcctiol~Report

ESTIGATION REPORTS
I

These informalreports are also short, seldom exceeding Ulree pages plus atlacl~ments,
Their writing compartments, however, are oflcn expiinded to include more
subdivisions, particularly in the Facts & Events compartment of the basic pyramid.
When a report contains detailed information, such as lists of materials, cost analyses,
schedules, or drawings, they are normally removed from the body of the report (from
the Facts & Events con~partmei~t)
and placed at the back, where they are referred to as
"Attachments" or "Appendices." (This is done to avoid cluttering the report narrative
with tabular data and thus interrupting reading continuity.) Because they provide
supportive evidence, or "backup", For statements made in the report, a separate
compartment is created for them at the foot of Ihe report writers' pyramid. This
compartment is labeled Backup and is shown with a dotted line in the figure below
indicated Ulat it is optional.

3.7.1 Progress keports

Trdniical \%itjag

Progress reports keep management lnformed of work progress on projects that span a
lengthy period, which can vary from a few weeks for a small manufacturing contract to
several years for construction of a hydroelectric power station and transmission
system.
There are two types of progress reports :
m

Occasional progress reports are written at random intervals and usually
concern shorter-lengtbprojects.

m

Periodic progress reports are written at regular intervals (usually weekly,
biweekly, or monthly), and concern projects spanning several months or
years.

The writing compartments are tlle same for both reports, although there are differences
in their application. They evoIve from the basic report writing pyramid with two of
the compartments relabeled to suit a progress-reporting situation (see figure)

/ , \
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Figure 3.7: Writing Compartments for a Progress Report

,

Progress replaces the basic ~ a e t s t Events
k
compartment and is sub-divided
into four smaller compartments, which describe
1) Planned work,
2) Work done,

3) Problem encountered, and
4)
a

Adherence to schedule.

Plans replaces the original Outcome compartment. There is also an optional
Backup compartment, for assembling fo-and statistical data pertinent to
the project. '

3.7.2 Occasional Progress Report
Occasiwal progress reports apply to short projects during which probably only one
progress report will be necessary, Sometimes they are written near the project's
midpoint. Occasionally they are written to forewarn management that problems have
occurred and delays can be expected. But most often they are written as soon as the
project leader has a sufficiently clear picture of work progress to confidently predict a
firm project completion date.
.,

Reports and Proposals

The summary should comment briefly on the progress achieved and whether the
project is on schedule; it may also predict a project completion date, Its information is
drawn from the Work Done, Schedule, and Plans compartme~lts
Background

I

If the report will be read only by people familiar with the project, then only minimum
background informati?n is necessary. But it will also be circulated to other readers.
Then the Background compartment should describe briefly the people involved in the
project, and the locatio~land dates (i.e. it should answer Ule questions Wl~o?,VYElere?,
Why?, and When?)
Progress

The progress comparlment contains informationfrom tile four sub-compartments
illustrated in figure, which are normally arrauged in the ortlcr shown (although it is not
uncommon for some of these sub-compartments to overlap or be omitted).
e

9

II

?ale Planned Work sub-compartment outlines what work should have been
completed by the reporting date. Normally only a brief statenlent, it canrefer
to an attadled schedule or work plan.
The Work Done sub-comparlment describes how much work Ilas been
completed. 011ly brief covnmeds iire necessary for w u ~ kthae IUS gorx
smoothly and has progressed as planned. If lengllly numerical data has b be
includcd, it should be placed in an attachnlent ratlier Uian inserted in Ule
report narrative. More detailed comments should be provided if tliera have
been variances from the work plan, l'l~eyshould explau~why tile varia~~ces
were necessary and any unusual aclion that was taken.
The Problems sub-comparlrnenlcomprises events or situations that afft:cled
the doing of the job (e.g. a blizzard that slol~peclwork: for two day$, latc
delivery of essential parts, or a strike Lhat prevented <cccss lo twcessnsy data).
'ficse problems should be described in detail, and the explanation should
include what action was taken to overcome each problem and how successful
the action was.

The Schedule sub-conipartment states whellaer thc pryject is ahead of, on, or
behind schedule. If ahead of or behind schedule, thc differcrrce should be
quotedin hours, days, or weeks.

Pkns
This usually short compartment describes the report wsibr's plans and expectations for
the remainder of the project. It should indicate whethei- tl~eproject will finish on

schedule and, if not, predict a revised completion date. 'Illere, should be an obvious
link between this compartment and the previous subcompartmet~ts(Scl~cdule).

Backup
The optional Backup compartment contains data such as drawings, stalislics,

specifications, andresults of tests, which if included will1 the earlier parts of the report
would tend to chtter the report narrative. This supporting infortnation is grouped and
placed in attachments. Each attachment must be referred to in the Background or
Progress section of the report, so that the reader will know it is there.
'

3.7.3 Periodic Progress Report
The compattrnents for a periodic progress report contain similar information to those
for an occasional progress report, but there is some shift in content and emphasis.
The format of a periodic progress report also appears lo be more rigid than that of an
occasional report. This rigidity is imposed not so much by established rules as by the

,

3.7.1 Progress Reports

Terhnic~lwriting

Progress reports keep management informed of work progress on projects that span a
lengthy period, which can vary from a few weeks for a small manufacturing contract to
several years for construction of a hydroelectric power station and transmission
system.
There are two types of progress reports :
Occasional progress reports are written at random intervals and usually
concern shorter-length projects.
e

Periodic progress reports are written at regular intervals (usually weekly,
biweekly, or monthly), and concern projects spanning several months or
years.

The writing compartments are the same for both reports, although there are differences
in their application. They evolve from the basic report writing pyramid with two of
the compartments relabeled to suit a progress-reporting situation (see figure)
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Figure 3.7: M1rithgCompartments for a Progress Report
a

Progress replaces the basic Facts & Events compartment and is sub-divided
into four smaller compartments, which describe
1) Planned work,
2) Work done,

3)

Problem encountered, and

4) ~dherenceto schedule.
e

Plans replaces the original Outcome compartment. There is also an optional
Backup compartment,for assembling forms and statistical data pertinent to
the project.

3.7.2 Occasional Progress Report
Occasional progress reports apply to short projects during which probably only one
progress report will be necessary. Sometimes they are written near the prqject's
midpoint, Occasionally they are written to forewarn management that problems have
occurred and delays can be expected. But most often they are written as soon as the
project leader has a sufficiently clear picture of work progress to confidently predict a
firm project completion date.

Reports and Proporals

Summary

The summary should comment briefly on the progress achieved and whether the
project is on schedule; it may also predict a project completion date. Its infor~nationis
drawn from the Work Done, Schedule, and Plans compartments
Background

If the report will be read only by people familiar wit11 the project, then only miniinurn
background informati?n is necessary. But it will also be circulated to other readers.
Then the Background compartment should describe briefly the people involved in the
project, and the locatioil and dates (i.e. it should answer tile questio~~s
Who?, Wizere?,
Why?, and When?)
Progress

The progress compartment contains information from 111e fo1.usub-compartments
illustrated in figure, which are nornlally arrangcd in Ule order sl~owil(although it is not
uncoinmon for some of these sub-compartments to ove,rliipor be omit.teed),
e

The Planned Work sub-compartment outlhles what work should have been
completed by the reporting date. Normally only it brief staterne~lt,it can refer
to an attaclled schedule or work plan.
*

111e Work Done sub-comparlm~ntdescribes how much work I~asbeen
completed. Only brief coarunents ;Ire ilecessary for work that has gone
smoothly and has progressed as planned. If lengthy nuinerical data has 10 be
included, it should be placed in an attachment rather Ulan inserted ill h e
report narrative. More detailed comments sl~ouldhe provided if thcrc? have
been variances from the work plan. They should explain why tile variances
were necessary and any unusual aclion that was Liken.
o

The Problems sub-comparhenl comprises events or sitaaatinils Ulal al'fected
the doing of the job (e.g. a blizzard that stoppcd work for two day.", late
delivery of essential parts, or a strike that prevented <cccss to llecessahy data).
ncse problems should be described in detail, and the explanation sl~ouid
include what action was taken to overcome each problem and how successful
the action was.

e

The Schedule sub-compartment states whelrer the prqject is ahead c)f, on, or
behind schedule. If ahead of or behind schedule, the difference should be
quoted in hours, days, or weeks.

Plans
This usually short compartment describes the report writer's plans and expectations for
the remainder of the project, It should indicate whether tlle project will finish on
schedule and, if not, predict a revised complelinn date. There, should be an obvious
link between this compartment and the previous subcompartments ((Sd~edule).

Backup
The optional Backup compartment contains data such as drawings, statistics,
specifications, and results of tcsts, which if included wiUl the earlier parts of the report
would tend to clutter the report narrative, This supporting informationis grouped and
placed in attachments. Each attachmenl must be referred to in the Background
or
.
Progress section of the report, so that the reader will h a w it is there.

3.7.3 Periodic Progress Report
The compartments for a periodic progress report contain similar information to those
for an occasional progress report, but there is some shift in content and emphasis.

The format of a periodic progress report also appears to be more rigid than tllat of an
occasional report. This rigidity is imposed not so much by establishedrules as by the

content and shape of Ule initial report in a series. The implication is tmportant : report
writers should take greal care in plami~lga progress report which is to be the first of a
series because they will be expected to conform to the same shape in successive
reports.
,

The sunlmary should cormnent briefly or1 the work accomplished during the reporting
period. It may also mention whether the project is on schedule. This information can
be drawn from the Work Done and Schedule corr~partmenls.
Except for the first report in a series, which will be fairly detailed, the Background
comparlment probably will refer only to
e

The project nurriher or identification code,

e

??hedates encompassing the specific reporting period, and

,

Tile sihlation at the end of the previous reporting period, with particlalar
relerence to the project's position relat-.iveto the established schedule.
Progress

,

The progress colnparhnent is divided into four sub-coinpartanents. In short reports
hese sub-compartments may interlock or overlap, but in longer reporls they are more
likely to be independent units. If here is no illformationfor a particular compartment,
then the compartment is omitted.
1) The Pla'laanedWork sub-compartment outlines what should have been
accomplished during the reporting period. It may refer to either the original
schedule or a revised schedule defined in a previous progress report. Normally it
is short, sometimes it is combined with Work Done, and occasionally it can be
omitted.
2)

The Work Done sub-compartment describes what has been achieved during the
reporting period. Ideally, this sub-conlpartment will
@

Open witli a brief overview slatc~nentthat sums up in genera.1terms what has
been accomplished,

s

Coi~tinuewith a series of subparagraphs esch d~,scribingin more detail what
has been done on a specific aspect of the pro.je@t,

o

s

I
I
I
I

Refer to attachments containing comprehensive numerical data, statistics, or
tables (see the Backup compartment, below), and

I

Explain varialiorls from the planned work, or unusual activities affecting
work progress (this may be linked with the problems mb-compartment).

3) Problems are factors that have caused changes in plans or in the schedule. The
report should describe what action has been taken to overcome the proble~~fi,
whether the action was successful, if the problems still exist, and what action will
continue to be taken, eilller to avert the problems or to make up lost project lime.
4) The Schedulesub-compartment states whether the project was almead of, on, or
behind schedule on the last day of the reporting period. (There may be a
convernient link between this compartment and the end of the previous
compartment.) If ahead of or behind schedule, it should state the nuinber of
hours, days, or weeks involved. It may also predicl when Lhe project will be back
on schedule, and recommend a revised schedule for the next reporting period.

1
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This compartment is very short if the project is running smoothly and is on sdiedule.
But if there are problems affecting the work, it should outline the report writer's
expectations for the next reporting period, or even suggest a revised schedule for Vhe
whole project.

I
I

I
I
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Backup
This optional compartment is used to store detailed information such as forms
containing weekly summaries of work done, tests, and inspections.

3.7.4 Short Investigation Reports
Most investigation reports are longer reports that examine a problem or situation,
identify its cause, Suggest corrective measures or ways to improve the situation,
evaluate the feasibility of each, and select which is most suitable. There are occasions,
however, when only a lninor or local problem is examined and only a short, infonnal
investigation report is needed to describe it. Such reports are described here.
The short investigation report has the four basic compartments plus the optional
Backup compartment. These compartments are illustrated in Figure 3.8 and outlined
in more detail below.
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~ ~
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/
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Figure 3.8: Writing~Comyartmentsfor a Short Investigation Report

e

A Summary Statement briefly identifies the problem and how.it was or can

be resolved.
e

A Background comnpartment outlines what caused an investigation to be
carried out.

e

'The Investigation compartment describes the steps take11 to establish tilt:
cause of the problem and find a remedy.

e

?be Outcome compartx~~ent
describes what has been done to resolve the
problem or, if other people have to take the necessary action, recommends
what should be done.
The optional Backup compartment stores detailed supporting data evolving
from the previous three compartments.
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FEASIBILITY WEPORT AND RECOMMEIW)ATHON
REPOW

probably tile most comrnon kind ol. report in technical writing is the feasibility report
in which the writer investigates a course of action and explains whether it is possible
and practical. 'I'his Jklnd of report invariably requires a compare - and -context --

I

a

Part by part

In the whole by whole structure the first item is discussed, then tlle second, ,and so on:

Item 1
Aspect A
Aspect B
Aspect C
Item 2
Aspect A
Aspect B
Aspect C
Item 3
Aspect A
Aspect B
Aspect C
The Whole-by-whole structure is easy to read andunderstand because it focuses on
each item as a separate entity. Therefore, the whole-by-whole structure is effective if
you want to focus on each item as a complete unit rather than on individual aspects of
different items. For example, you are writing a feasibility report on purchasing an
expensive piece of laboratory equipment. You have narrowed your choice to three
different models, each of which fulfills your basic criteria. Each inodcl has its
advantages and disadvantages. Because your orgdnisation's decision on which model
to buy will depend on an overall assessment rather tl~anon any single aspect of the
three models, you choose the whole-by-whole structure. This pattern gives your
readers a good overview of the different models.
If you are using the iorc-i1nportant-to-l6ss important patlern, you will discuss the

recommended model first. If you are using the problem-metl~ods-solutionpattern, you
will discuss the recomnended model last.

In the part-by-part srn~ct~iI'i:,
each aspect is discussed separately :
Aspect A
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Aspect B
Item 1

Aspect C
Item 1
Item 2
I tern 3
The part-by part structure lets you focus on an individual aspects 01the different items.
Detailed comparisons and contrasts are more effective in the part-by-part structure.
For example, you are comparing and contrasting the Ulree pieces of laboratory
equipment. Ille one factor that distinguishes the three models is reliability : one model
has a much better reliability record than the other two. The part-by-part structure lets
you create a section on reliability to highlight this aspect. Comparing and contrasting
the three models in one place in the document rather lhan in three places makes your
point more einpl~atic.You sacrifice a coherent overview of the different item for a
clear, forceful comparison and contrast of an aspect of the three models.

As with the whole-by-whole pattern, your overall pattern of develol~mei~llsuch as
more important-to-less-i111port'dr1t
or problem metllods solution - will deterrrline which
aspect you treat first.

On what occasions are the following written?
i)

'Ikip Reports

I) Inspection Reports
iii) Progress Feasibility Reports

Make a pyramid for a Periodic Progress Report.

SAQ 5
What is the function of a Progress Report ?

3.9 PROPOSALS
Most projects undertaken by organisations, as well as most changes made within
organisations begin with proposals. When one organisation purchases goods or
services from another, the decision to purchase is usually based on the supplies
externalproposal. When anemployee suggests to her supervisor that the organization
purchasc a new intercom system or restructure a department a similar but less
elaborate internal proposal is used.

3.9.1 The External Proposal
External proposals are generally classified as either solicited or unsolicited.
A Solicited proposal is written in response to a request from a potential customer.
An unsolicited proposal has not been requested; rather it originates with the potential
supplies. However, proposals are expensive to write and suppliers are reluctant to
submit them without some assurance that the potential customer will study them
carefully.

3.9.2 The Element of Persuasion
The key to proposal writing is persuasion. The writers must convince the readers that
the future benefits will out weigh the immediate and projected costs. External
proposal writers must demonstrate that they
c

Understand the readers' needs

c

Are able to fulfill their own promises

e

Are willing to fulfill their own promises

Understanding the readers needs :
s

If you are writing a solicited proposal, study the potential events
requirements. If there is any aspect of the client's requirements that you are
not clear about, get in touch with the dent. Your first job as a proposal
writer is to demonstrate your grasp of the problem.

c

If you are writing an unsolicited proposal, analyse your audience carefully.

Define the problem or opportunity so that your reader will understand it.
Keep the readers, possible needs in mind and if possible the readers,
background. Concentrate on how the problem has decreased productivity or
quality and how your ideas would create new opportunities. You must
convince yout readers that a need exists.
Describing what you plan to do:
Try to convince your readers that you can respond to the situation you have described.
Discuss your approach to the subject : indicate the procedures and equipment you
would use. Create a complete picture of how you would get from the first day of the
project to the last. A full discussion of your plan suggests to your readers that you are
interested in the project itself, and not just in winning the contract.

3.9.3 Demonstrating Professionalism
Tbe next step is to demonstrate that you are the kind of person - or yours is the kind of
organisation - that will deliyer what is promised. You should convince your readers
that you have the pride, Qenuity and perseverance to solve the problems that
inevitably occur in any big undertaking.

A major element of professionalism is the work schedule (also called task scheduIe).
Tbis schedule - usually in the form of a chart or graph - shows when the various
phases of the project will be carried out. Related to the task schedulc is some system
of quality control, since your readers would want to see that you have established
procedures to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of your work on the project.
Most proposals conclude with a budget - a formal statement of how much the project
will cost.

5.9.4 The Structure of Proposals

Wej~urtsand Pmposuls

dost proposals follow a basic structural pattern. If the authorizing agency provides a
et of guidelines, follow it meticulously. If guidelines have not been supplied usc the
allowing structure to write a clear and pursuasive proposal :

2) Introduction

3) Proposed Program
4)

Qualifications and experiences

5) Budget

s is very often the case with technical documents the sequence d composition is not
ie sane as ffie secluence of presentation. The first section to be written is the
roposed program. After this proceed io third. The Qualifications and experience,
ppendices and finally the budget. Thereafter write tlie iralroduction summary.

he summary is crucial because in many cases it will be the only item the readers
udy in their initial review of the proposal. l i e summary should be a b u t 250 words
~dtyped single spaced.

he summary covers the major elements of the proposal but devotes only a few
:ntences to each. To write an effective sa~mary,
first define the problem in a
:ntence or two. Next describe the proposed program. Then provide a brief
atetnent of your qualifications and experience. Some organisations wish to see the
~rnpletiondate and the ihal budget figure in the
others prefer that these be
splayed in a separate location on the title page along with other identifying
formation about the supplier and the proposed project,

?e body of the proposal begins with an introduction. Its function is to define the
~ckgroundand the problem. While discussing the problem be as specific as possible.
'henever you can quantify the problem describe it in monetary terms lo be able to
wince your readers that Spending money on what you propose represents a wise
vestment.

roposed Progrsm

nce you have defined the problem or opportunity you have to say what you are going
do about it. Every word you say - or don't say --will give your readers evidence to
.se their decisions.
ualigcations and Experience

]less you can convince your readers that you have the expertise to turn an idea into
tion, your proposal will be interesting - but not persuasive.
ie more elaborate the proposal, the more detailed Ule discussiotl of qualification and
perimemlt has to be. For large projects, the resumep of the projects leader - often
lled the principal investigator and other important parlicipants should be included.
:ternal proposals should also include a discussion of the qualifications of the supplies
;anisation. Essemitially similar to a discussion of personnel, this section outlines the
rtinent projects the supplier has completed successfully. It may also focus on the
cessary equiptnent and facilities the company already possesses, as well as the
lnagement sl~ucturethat will assume successful completion of the project.

"

Budget
Good ideas have little value unless they are affordable
Budgets vary greatly in scope and format. Most budgets can be divided into two parts.
Direct costs -

Salaries and fringe benefits
Travel costs, equipment, materials, supplies

Indirect Costs -

Utilities and maintenance cost, general clerical expenses.

Indirect costs are generally expressed as a percentage of direct costs.
Appendices :
These could include : details of other projects, testimonial to the suppliers skill and
integrity, task schedule and evaluation description.
,

The task schedule may be drawn in a suitable graphical format.
The Internal Proposal
This is a memo - a persuasive argument submitted within an organisation, for carrying
out activity that will benefit the organisation. The nature of the suggestion would
determine the format of an internal proposal. Proposals involving big expenditure
would be submitted in a format similar to the external proposal.

SAQ 6
Name two main categories of Proposals.

3.10 PROJECT REPORT
A Project report is generally the culmination of a substantial research project, Tlvo
otherreports often precede it. Aproposal argues that the writer or writers be allowed
to begin and carry out a project. A progress report describes the status of a project that
i s not yet completed; its purpose is to inform the sponsors of the project how the work
is proceeding. The completion report, written when the work is Elnished, provides a
permanent record of the entire project, including the circumstances that let to its
beginnirig.

3.10.1 Function of the Project Report
A Project report has two basic functions. The first is immediate documentation. For
the sponsors of the proje;t;.thereport provides the necessary facts and figures, linked
by narrative discussion, which enable them to understand how the project was carried
out, what it found, and, most important, what those findings mean. All completion
reports lead, at least, to a discussion of result. Many completion reports call for the
writer to go beyond the result and analyze the results and present conclusions. And
finally, many completion reports go one step further and present recommendations :
suggestions about how to proceed in the light of the conqlusions. The second basic
function of the completion report is to serve as a future reference. Three common
situations send employees searching report$.

A Project Report is written about a project that FvOlved substantial empirical research,
whether it was carried out in a lab or $I the field. Empirical research lies at the'heart
of the scientific method: you beg6 with a hypothesis, conduct experiments to test it,
record your results, and determine whether your hypothesis was correct as 5stands or
needs to be modified. The key to empirical research is that you conduct tests and .
generate original research.

I

3.10.2 The Structure of the Project Report
Like proposals and progress reports, completion reports must be self-sufficient: that is,
they have to make sense without the authors there to explain them. The difficulty for
you as a writer is that you can never be sure when your report will be read - or by
whom. All you can be sure of is that some of your readers may be managers who are
not technically competent in your field and who need only an overview of the project,
and that others will be technical personnel who are competent in your field and who
need detailed information.
To accommodate Ulese two basic types of readers, completion reports today generally
contain an executive summary that precedes the body (the full discussion). These two
elements overlap but remain independent; each has its own beginning, middle, and
end. Most readers will be interested in one of the two, but probably not in both. As a
formal report, the typical project report will contain other standard elements :
e

title page

e

abstract

e

table of contents

e

list of illustrations

e

executive summary

o

glossary

o

list of symbols

e

body

e

appendix

This chapter will concentrate on the body of a project report; the other elements
common to most formal reports as have been discussed in earlier units.

3.10.3 The Body of the Completion Reporl
The body of a typical completion report contains the following five elements :
1) Introduction
2) Methods

3) Results
4) Conclusions

Some writers like to draft these elements in the order in which they will be presented.
Other writers prefer to put off the introductions until they have completed the other
elernents of the body. In either case, careful brainstorming and outlining are necessary
before you begin to write,
The Introduction

The first section of the detailed discussion is the introduction, which enables the
readers to understand the technical discussion that follows. Usually, the introduction
contains most or all of the following elements :
1) An example of the problem or opportunity that led to the project. What was
not working, or not working well, in the organisation? What improvements
in the operation of the organisation could be considered if more inforination
were known? It might be useful or oven necessary here to include a few
paragraphs of background to orient the readers.

Reports u ~ Proposals
~ d

2)

A statenlcnt of Ule purpose o: u ~ p~-~,jt::.t.
c
What exactly was the project
i~lteildedto accomplish? What informalion was it intended to gather or
create, or what action was it intended to facilitate?

3)

A statement of the scope of project. G a t aspects of the problem or
opportunity were included in the project and what aspects excluded? For
example, a report on new microcomputers might be limited to those that cost
less than $4,000,or those that I have at least 512K of mernory. Another
approach lo defining the scope yould be to explain briefly the major
technical lasks you had to perform.

4) Ari explanation of the organisation of the report. Readers understand better if
they know where you are going and why. Explain your organisation pattern
so that readers are not surprised or puzzled.

5) A review of the relevant literature will be internal -reports and memos
produced within Ule organisation. Sometimes the literature will be externalpublished articles or even books that help your readers understand the
context of your work.
The Methods

In the lnethods sections of the report, you describe the technical tasks or procedures
you performed. If you are reporting on a physical research project carried out in the
lab or the field, this section will closely resemble the cliscussion section of a traditional
lab report. If several research methods were available to you, begin by describing
why you chose the meU~od(s)you did. Either list the equipment and materials you
used before the description of the research or mention them within the description
itself.
Describe what you did :physical experiments, theoretical studies, site visits,
interviews, library research, and so forth. Your goal is to show your readers that you
have conducted your research in a thorough, professional manner. This will increase
not only your readers' ability to understand the findings that follow but also your
credibility.
The Results

The results are the data you observed, discovered,or created. You should present the
results objectively, so that the readers can "experience" the methods just as you did.
Save the interpretation of the results - the conclusion - for later, If you intermix
results and conclusions, your readers might be unable to follow your reasoning
process. Consequently, they will not be able to tell whether your conclusions are
justified by the evidence - the results.
Just as the methods section answers the question, "What did you do?" The results
section answers tlle question, "What did you see?"
The nature of the project will help you decide how to structure the results. For
physical-research reports, you can oftenpresent the results as a brief series of
paragraphs and graphic aids. If in Ule methods section you described a series of tests,
in the results section you simply report b e data in the same sequence you used for the
methods.
The ~onclusiok
The conclusions are implicatiotls - the "meaning" of the res'ults. Drawing valid
conclusions from results requires great care. You should examine all the relevant
information and avoid drawing basty conclusions.

Just as the results section answers the question "what did you see?" the conclusion
section answers the question, "what does it mean?"

The Recommendations

Reports s11c1

Recommendations are statements of action. They answer the quzstion ''what sl~oulcl
we do now?"
The recommendations section is always placed at the end oI' t?le body; because of its
importance; however, the recommendations section is often summarized - or inserted
verbatim - after the executive summary.
METHODS

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

What did you -+What did -+What does it
do?
you see?
mean?

RECOMMENDATIONS

+What should we do?

If the conclusion of the report leads to more than one recornmetldation,use a
numbered list. If the report leads to only one recommendation, use traditional
paragraphs.
Of more importailce than the form of the recommendations sectinn are its content and
toile. Remember that when you tell your readers what you think they ought to do
next, you must be clear, complete, and polite. If the project you are describing has
been unsuccessful, don't simply recommend that your readers "&y same other
altemative". Be specific "what other alternative do yoilrecommend ar~dwhy?"

3.11 SUMMARY
We generally follow a standard format for report writing. Organisations may
sometimes have their format preferences which a professional should bc aware of.
The Report Writer's Pyramid helps to emphasise the most important information by
bringing it up front.

Some of the more important types of reports are
a

Trip Reports

(b

Incident Reports

a

Inspection Reports

a

Progress Reports

a

Feasibility Reports
Prqjec t Reports

a

The key element in Proposals is that of persuasion.

3.12 ANSWERS TO SAQs
Read the Ucit carefully to find tbe answers.

